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WEEK  29

WEEK  29 

Write the sentences correctly.

 1. Yesterday in music class we sing a round called Are You Sleeping

 2. Today we are practice a round being Row, Row, Row Your Boat.

Write the missing word or words.

 3. Next week, we  about famous composers.

 4. My favorite composer is  Bach or Brahms.

had learned   have learned   will learn

either   neither   not only

Write the sentences correctly.

 1. The mountain with the higher altitude on Earth, it’s Mount Everest

 2. From its underwater base Mauna Kea is actually more taller than Mount Everest

Write the missing word.

 3.  Mount Everest and Mauna Kea attract many climbers.

Draw a line between the pre!x and the root word of the underlined word. Then explain  
what the word means. 

 4. If you want to climb Mount Everest, be prepared for subzero temperatures.

Either   Both   Neither   Not

DAY  1

DAY  2
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WEEK  29

WEEK  29

Write the sentences correctly.

 1. Ms. Chen driving to work when she sawd three calfs in the middle of the road.

 2. The animales just standed there staring at Ms. Chens car.

What does the underlined phrase mean?

 3. “This delay could put a dent in my schedule,” she sighed.

Rewrite this sentence so it is not a run-on sentence.

 4. Eventually, a rancher came by he herded them back to his ranch.

Write the sentences correctly.

 1. Mariselas family move from Dallas Texas to Edmonds Washington back in June.

 2. When she first started at our new school it seemed difficulter than their old one

Rewrite this sentence so it is not a run-on sentence.

 3. Then she learned her way around she made new friends she joined a club.

What does the underlined proverb mean?

 4. Marisela realized that you shouldn’t judge a book by its cover.

DAY  3

DAY  4
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WEEK  29 DAY  5

Read these words and their meanings.

career a type of work or business; a profession

bicker to argue about little things

frigid extremely cold

Circle a word in each sentence that has a meaning similar  to the underlined word.

 1. Uncle Marvin’s high school job painting houses led to his career as an architect.

 2. Haley never really fought with her brother, but they did bicker about doing chores.

 3. It gets chilly during winter here in Oregon, but I’ve heard it gets frigid in Wisconsin.

Write a paragraph using at least two of the pairs of similar  words.

 4. 
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WEEK  30

WEEK  30

Write the sentences correctly.

 1. “Dad Marco and I are going out to play ball okay?” Kerry said to his Father.

 2. The Boys went at the backyard to practice, throwing catching and batting.

Choose the word that best completes the sentence. Then explain your choice.

 3. When the baseball  the window, the glass broke.

Complete this analogy.

 4. referee : whistle :: catcher : 

tapped   struck   beat

Write the sentences correctly.

 1. The Armenta’s needed a vacuum cleaner which would neither clog or overheat.

 2. They read an Article on Consumer Reports about the goodest vacuum cleaners.

Add punctuation to the sentence.

 3. The article in the May 1 2011 edition was called Putting Vacuum Cleaners 

to the Test.

Choose the word that best completes the sentence. Then explain your choice.

 4. The new vacuum cleaner does a good job of  the carpet.

scouring   polishing   cleaning

DAY  1

DAY  2
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WEEK  30

WEEK  30 

Write the sentences correctly.

 1. Computers have change a lot until the 1980s haven’t they?

 2. Long ago, Apps were upon square large disks that you put onto the computer.

Combine the sentences to make one sentence.

 3. Back then, computers didn’t use a mouse. You had to type to open a file. 

Explain how prepositional phrases can make sentences better.

 4. Prepositional phrases 

Write the sentences correctly.

 1. Have You ever be afraid about something for no good reason?

 2. Many people fear spiders snakes or dogs even if they never been bitten.

Combine the sentences to make one sentence.

 3. Other people fear doing certain things. They might be afraid to speak in public.

The Greek root phob means “fear.” What does the bold word in the sentence probably mean?

 4. Surprisingly, many pilots have a phobia of heights.

DAY  3

DAY  4
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WEEK  30 DAY  5

Read these expressions and their meanings.

know it by heart to have something memorized

take heart to relax and not worry

take it to heart to really understand and 
believe something

Which expression best completes each sentence?

 1. Marta loves the song “Fifty Nifty United States” and .

 2. I listened to the doctor’s advice and  .

 3. After the frost killed our apple tree, Dad said to , 
because it will grow back in spring.

Write a paragraph using all three expressions from the box.

 4. 
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WEEK  31

WEEK  31 

Write the sentences correctly.

 1. Either Toy Story or The Incredibles are Carolinas favorite movie.

 2. She like to have popcorn candy and neither a soda or a lemonade at the theater.

Write the missing word.

 3.  I go with her or not, she sees a movie every week.

What does the underlined phrase mean?

 4. Carolina is as happy as a purring kitten when she watches a movie.

Either   Neither   Whether

Write the sentences correctly.

 1. The weather were perfectly for the beach volleyball tournament.

 2. “They’ve been playing a exciting game havent they? the announcer commented.”

Use context clues to !gure out the meaning of the bold word. Write the meaning on the line.

 3. The athletes became concerned when they saw the dark, ominous sky.

Write the missing interjection.

 4. “ ” said the announcer as the rain suddenly poured down.

What a pity!   Well done!   Whew!

DAY  1

DAY  2
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WEEK  31

WEEK  31

Write the sentences correctly.

 1. “Hey Jeffrey is Auckland the capital of New Zealand? asked Fernando.”

 2. “No its Wellington, at the south end of the North Island Jeffrey responded.

Write a descriptive word in each blank. 

 3. Fernando  admired his  friend.

What does the underlined phrase mean?

 4. Jeffrey is a walking atlas.

Write the sentences correctly.

 1. The United States became a country in 1776 but there were no president.

 2. Who led a country before George Washington took office on April 30 1789?

Write the missing word.

 3. The Continental Congress was in charge of the country both during 

  after the Revolutionary War.

Use context clues to !gure out the meaning of the bold word. Write the meaning on the line.

 4. They wrote the Constitution, which specifies that a president runs the country.

or   and   but

DAY  3

DAY  4
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WEEK  31 DAY  5

Read the dictionary entry.

treat a. a special food or snack

b. something nice that doesn’t happen often

c. to act a certain way toward someone or something

d. to pay for someone else’s meal or ticket

e. to give medical care

Which meaning of treat  is used in the sentence? Write the letter on the line.

 1. Ms. Ming treats all of her students with respect. 

 2. When we visit my uncle, he will treat us to a Broadway show. 

 3. It was such a treat to go horseback riding. 

Write a paragraph using at least three different meanings of the word treat.

 4. 
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WEEK  32

WEEK  32

Write the sentences correctly.

 1. “You’re exited about going to Washington D.C. aren’t you?” Eric asked.

 2. Of course, Eric. I am pack right now,” said jimmy.

Write the missing word.

 3. “We  miss our train if we don’t leave soon,” Eric warned.

Draw a line between the root word and the suffix of the underlined word. Then explain  
what the word means. 

 4. Soon they were headed northward for their big train trip.

should   might   must

Write the sentences correctly.

 1. My brother gave I his sleeping old brown bag for my first camping trip.

 2. I went with my school’s sience club to a camp in san bernardino california.

Write the missing word or words.

 3. We  to our tent when we heard a strange sound.

 4. There was a bear  in the trees behind us!

have hiked   hike   were hiking

rustling   russelling   wrusling

DAY  1

DAY  2
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WEEK  32

WEEK  32 

Write the sentences correctly.

 1. “Aldo were you think of going to see Fiddler on the Roof on saturday?” asked Lou.

 2. Aldo replied, “i thought you wanted to go to the hocky game didn’t you?”

Write the missing word.

 3. “Let’s decide  to go to the game or the show,” Lou said.

What does the underlined phrase mean?

 4. “Mom says that my room is a disaster area, so I have to stay and clean it,” Aldo said.

either   whether   neither

Write the sentences correctly.

 1. I am read the book island of the blue dolphins right now.

 2. it’s about a girl that gets left behind after all the villiagers leave the island.

Write the missing word or words.

 3. She  take care of herself because she is all alone.

 4. The story takes place on  in California.

would   might   has to

san Nicolas Island   San Nicolas Island   San Nicolas island

DAY  3

DAY  4
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WEEK  32 DAY  5

Read these signal words.

aside from previously soon

in spite of furthermore therefore

except for eventually at last

Which signal word or words best complete each sentence?

 1.  President Teddy Roosevelt’s reputation as a hunter,

he once refused to shoot a bear cub.

 2.  , that event inspired a cartoon.

 3.  , the cartoon led a toy manufacturer to create

the Teddy Bear.

Write a paragraph using at least three signal words from the box.

 4. 
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WEEK  33

WEEK  33 

Write the sentences correctly.

 1. Throughout History people have send messages in different ways.

 2. On the battlefield drums trumpets or bagpipes told armys what to do next.

Combine the sentences to make one sentence.

 3. In the 1800s, new machines were invented. They sent signals through wires.

The Greek root tele means “far off.” What does the bold word in the sentence probably mean?

 4. Modern telecommunications uses satellites to send data, sound, and pictures.

Write the sentences correctly.

 1. Of all the womans I know Joy is the understandingest.

 2. When her chickens scattered its food all over their pen Joy didnt complain.

Write the word that best completes the sentence. Then explain your choice.

 3. Joy’s  puppy chewed her tennis shoes to bits.

Add punctuation to the sentence.

 4. Joy always says, “Theyre just being animals arent they?”

evil   wicked   naughty

DAY  1

DAY  2
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WEEK  33

WEEK  33

Write the sentences correctly.

 1. Since college Ed had dream of climing the world’s higher mountain.

 2. “Mom and dad someday youl’l see me on top of mount Everest,” he stated.

Combine the sentences to make one sentence.

 3. First he ascended a mountain in New Zealand. Then he wanted more adventure.

Write the correct word or words.

 4. Edmund Hillary  climbed Everest but also reached the top!

not   not only   neither

Write the sentences correctly.

 1. The loneliest animals is a TV show about animals that are quickly become extinct.

 2. Creature’s like both the great auk or the quagga have die out already.

Add punctuation to the sentence.

 3. Biologists wildlife centers and the San Diego Dallas and Maryland zoos are

trying to keep other rare species alive.

The Latin root viv means “live.” What does the bold word in the sentence probably mean?

 4. Some of their efforts to revive rare species have been successful.

DAY  3

DAY  4
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WEEK  33 DAY  5

Read these related words and their meanings.

export verb

to sell a product in another country

import verb

to buy a product from another country

transport verb

to move something from one place to another

Which word best completes each sentence?

 1. Many countries  fruits and vegetables from  
the United States.

 2. Japan and China  parts for electronics to  
the rest of the world.

 3. Barges  goods through the Bering Strait.

Write a paragraph using all three related words.

 4. 
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WEEK  34

WEEK  34

Write the sentences correctly.

 1. I just buy the book Bicycle Repair Step by Step, but it looks very helpful.

 2. After I read the chapter called Stopping Safely I adjust the breaks.

Write the missing date.

 3. Robin and I are going on a bike ride on  .

Complete this analogy.

 4. finger : hand :: spoke : 

Monday July 2   Monday, July 2   Monday July, 2

Write the sentences correctly.

 1. You should give that tree neither more water or more shade Ms. Avery said

 2. Your rosebush kneads to be pruned, or it doesn’t bloom next spring she warned.

Use context clues to !gure out the meaning of the bold word. Write the meaning on the line.

 3. Our meddlesome neighbor is always telling us how to take care of our garden.

What does the underlined phrase mean?

 4. She is as helpful as a rake without teeth.

DAY  1

DAY  2
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WEEK  34

WEEK  34 

Write the sentences correctly.

 1. Óbidos is a tiny town in Portugal surrounded by a ancient stone wall

 2. Centuries ago a Portuguese king gives the town to his queen as a present

Use context clues to !gure out the meaning of the bold word. Write the meaning on the line.

 3. You can follow the bike paths that meander through the historic neighborhoods.

Complete this analogy.

 4. cabin : mansion :: village : 

Write the sentences correctly.

 1. Do you long for piece and quiet because you’re home was noisy

 2. Were their times when you need to paws in your daily routine and relax

Write the missing word.

 3. Visit Shadow Park  you need a break from your busy life.

Explain when you use a conjunction in a sentence.

 4. I use a conjunction 

until   although   whenever

DAY  3

DAY  4
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WEEK  34 DAY  5

Read the homophones and their meanings.

praise to give approval or a compliment

prays says a prayer; wishes very much 
for something to happen

preys hunts an animal for food; takes 
unfair advantage of someone

Which homophone best completes each sentence?

 1. The news mentioned a new online scam that  on the elderly.

 2. Armando  that his mother’s surgery goes well.

 3. Our teachers  us when we try hard in class. 

Write a paragraph using all three homophones.

 4. 
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WEEK  35

WEEK  35 

Write the sentences correctly.

 1. Our class learning a song called Meet Auntie Bellum of Savannah Georgia.

 2. The song was written from our teacher, whom is write a historical musical.

Write the missing word or words.

 3. I  tried out for the part of James Oglethorpe.

 4. I will probably be cast as  Button Gwinnett or James Wright.

coulda   could have    could of

neither   both    either

Write the sentences correctly.

 1. To make your own fossil the first thing to do is, is to put some clay to a paper cup.

 2. Then you press a object before the clay and careful remove it of the clay.

Write the missing word.

 3. Next, mix plaster with water and pour it  the cup.

Use context clues to !gure out the meaning of the bold word. Write the meaning on the line.

 4. After the plaster dries, peel off the paper cup and the clay to reveal your fossil.

into   up   between   against

DAY  1

DAY  2
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WEEK  35

WEEK  35

Write the sentences correctly.

 1. If you’d like a job who helps people in need you might want to be the lifeguard.

 2. Lifeguards work either seasonal on beaches and all year on city pools.

Write the missing word or words.

 3.  you already know first aid or not, you must be trained.

 4. You  passed a swimming test before you started training.

Whether   Either    Not only

would of   woulda    would have

Write the sentences correctly.

 1. Angela was got ready for school where she realized how lately she was.

 2. “Angela please put away the milk when you have finish,” her mother reminded her.

Write the missing word.

 3. Angela grabbed the milk carton too  and knocked it over.

What does the underlined adage mean?

 4. Angela mumbled “haste makes waste” to herself as she cleaned up the spilled milk.

quick   quickly    quicker

DAY  3

DAY  4
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WEEK  35 DAY  5

Read these words and their meanings.

lend to give someone something to use 
for a short time; to make a loan

defend to keep someone or something 
from getting hurt

tame gentle; well-trained

Circle a word in each sentence that means the opposite  of the underlined word.

 1. I don’t want to lend Susie my sweater because she never returned the book that  
she borrowed last year.

 2. The mail carrier used her mailbag to defend herself when the guard dog tried  
to attack her.

 3. Of the two cats we got from the shelter, one still acts wild, but the other is very tame.

Write a paragraph using at least two of the pairs of opposite  words.

 4. 
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WEEK  36

WEEK  36

Write the sentences correctly.

 1. The artical Saving the Wilderness, explains why national parks were created.

 2. Yellowstone Sequoia and Yosemite being the three national first parks.

Write a sentence from this research note.

 3. original idea for national parks: George Catlin, artist, 1832

The Latin root migr means “move to a place.” What does the bold word in the sentence  
probably mean?

 4. George Catlin painted pictures of Native Americans during the westward migration.

Write the sentences correctly.

 1. The tall doorways, that reminded Keon of growing up on the iland of Trinidad.

 2. “You miss our old Nieghborhood don’t you?” his younger sister asked.

Write the missing words.

 3. “You were just a baby then. Moving  easy for you,” he said.

Rewrite the sentence to put the words in the best order.

 4. Looking at the walking cobblestone narrow paths, he thought of his homeland.

has to be   can be   must have been

DAY  1

DAY  2
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WEEK  36

WEEK  36 

Write the sentences correctly.

 1. “I’m never going to be a good Musishan Papa,” Chandra complained.

 2. “Let’s find a more pashent clever and helpful Teacher,” her father sugested.

Rewrite this sentence so it is not a run-on sentence.

 3. Chandra’s father found an excellent flute teacher her name is Ms. Crawford.

What does the underlined phrase mean?

 4. Ms. Crawford helped pave the way for Chandra to join the honor band.

Write the sentences correctly.

 1. The Dallas Cowboys had to deside both to pass the Ball or run with it.

 2. When a Seahawks player nocked the ball, it fell, out of the quarterbacks hand.

Choose the word that best completes the sentence.

 3. There was a  to reach the fumbled football.

Choose the correct word to complete this analogy.

 4. basketball : gymnasium :: football : 

fight   struggle   quarrel

a. touchdown   b. player   c. stadium

DAY  3

DAY  4
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WEEK  36 DAY  5

Read these expressions and their meanings.

clam a dollar

clam up to stop talking

happy as a clam very happy

Which expression best completes each sentence?

 1. “Wow! I earned a lot of !” Emma exclaimed as she  
saw her first paycheck.

 2. When Ali found out the new neighbors had kids his age, he was

.

 3. I didn’t want to take sides in the argument, so I .

Write a paragraph using all three expressions from the box.

 4. 


